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CONCEPTUAL DIAGRAM 

EXPLODED AXONOMETRIC DIAGRAM

Circular outline

building without front or back. 
reference the traditional circular 
constructions (zulu houses).

Verticalization and 360º views

reduction of occupation.
beautiful views are available in all 
directions

Push up and landscape 
connection

visible from afar.
make e perfect transition between 
the landscape end the building.

Dig entries and public space

free space to receive the people.

Cross perforation

creation of opening hole to 
illuminate the square. 

Horizontal realization of 
program

Thin layer of wood
create a finhsh surface brise-
soleil.

Main structure of wood
structure to support the finish 
layer.

Exterior terrace plan
the accessible roof allows 
for better visibility of Kruger 
landscape.
the terrace has mirator function.

thirth level
restaurant
accommodation areas for          
volunteers and professionals
accommodations areas for       
tourists

second level
cofee

work areas
library

fist level
reception area

exhibition halls 
projection halls

work areas
administration  areas

square level
departure areas for outings

specialized services and stores
vertical access

animal care area

underground level
auditorium - conference halls

parking

INTERNATIONAL WILDLIFE CENTER            
AFRICA

IWC 1437

The Kruger National Park is a large reserve in South Africa and the most important wildlife refuges by the dimension and diversity of species that protects.
We propose a large circular volume that rises to show the magnificent Kruger landscapes, where animals live. This large volume want a perfect harmony with nature, 
as well as, possess the  strength  to become central to the region.
The circular external form of the building means that the approach is equal from all direction. without front or back, the building opens evenly into the surroundings.
Peoples arrive to the building by a big bridge that digs the ground and transport the people for the wildlife world. The wildlife world that beginning in the wildlife 
center and extends by the kruger park.
The base of the building is an open and covered space that makes the building appears to float above the vegetation. This covered space is a meeting point that 
receives and protects people, like a big tree that protect animals under its branches.
The plaza level provides space for animals care area and access the underworld that provides space for a auditorium.
The multi-storied building above the plaza provides space for exhibitions halls, work and investigation rooms, restaurant and cafe, accommodation for professionals 
and tourists, and finally in the roof a place to looking around.
The building is envolved by a thin wooden structure that find reference in the technique used by the Zulus in the construction of yours traditional houses. This timber 
skin allows controlling the intensity of the sun inside the building during the day and provide a bright image overnight.
We would like to make the most beautiful building where people can freely explore their own experience and be involved in the great experience that is Africa and 
the wildlife.

Sustainability

The building responds to concerns of sustainability through 
the façade system composed of thin pieces of wood that 
improve sun protection.
The ventilated façade system and the elevation of the building 
allow cooling by the displacement of air mass.


